


The phone rings.



I’m not sure who it is,

but I answer it anyway.



It’s the grocery store.



They say I just left

my keys there.



I’m confused.



My keys are in my pocket.



Plus I never shop

at that store.



& how would they know

to call me anyway?



Looking at my keys I

figure it out.



The little shopper barcode

on the key chain.



Which means the keys

at the store have the

same barcode.



Which means they’re

my ex-girlfriend’s.



I call & I talk to the girl

who answers the phone.



It takes me five minutes

to realize it’s the wrong

ex-girlfriend.



I play it smooth & get

out of the conversation.



I’d planned to never

speak to her again.



But I guess the non-jerk

thing to do is to call her.



I think I still know

her number these

two years later.



So now what am

I supposed to do

about the keys?



I imagine she still lives

in the house I paid half

the down payment for.



Which makes me think

this is an opportunity

to get back the $5000

she owes me.



I can get the keys…



…go into the house…



…& steal the violin

she never plays.



Then I’ll just leave the

keys in the house…



…& lock the door

on my way out.



I drive across town

to the grocery store.



This non-confrontational

way of getting the

money is wussy…



…& petty.



I haven’t thought about

the money in two years.



& I’m not a thief.



I get the keys

from the store.



I drive to my old house.



I go up to the door.



I do not want to

see this woman.



I don’t even want

to know for a fact

that she is alive.



I put the key in

the doorknob…



…& just walk away.



I suck at confrontation.



I did the right

thing, didn’t I?
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